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VERTICAL BLIND FOR PERGOLAS

The technological evolution in the field of completely closing vertical awnings.

The vertical blind was developed to close pergolas at the side or at the front. It is also suitable to close loggias, balconies or existing structures made of wood or aluminium, and in this way offers additional protection from the sunlight, unwanted wind and prying eyes. Available in two box sizes.

Beauty in a very small space: Linear, timeless design The vertical blind is integrated in the pergola without a visible box.

Sophisticated technical solutions: Side seam guided cover. Stable shaft ø 100mm, thus reduced wrinkle formation. The revision cover can be detached, which makes dismounting of the product for repairs unnecessary. Wind resistance up to 70 km/h.

TERRA SIDE

- Standard colours for the frames according to HELLA Colour worlds
- Standard cover: SCREEN SATINE 5500
  Options: SOLTIS, TWILIGHT PEARL
  (available for a surcharge)
- Size limits for a single unit:
  maximum width x maximum height:
  4500x2500 mm (box size 115 mm) or
  4500x3000 mm (box size 130 mm)

TERRA SIDE M

- Automatic locking of the front rail
- 35 mm cover adjustment in the side guide rails
- Standard colours for the frames according to HELLA Colour worlds
- Standard cover: SCREEN SATINE 5500
  Options: SOLTIS, TWILIGHT PEARL, CRISTAL
  (available for a surcharge, can also be delivered with transparent cover)
- Size limits for a single unit:
  maximum width x maximum height:
  4500x2500 mm (box 115 mm) or
  6000x3000 mm (box 130 mm)